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Broadband inelastic light scattering of a relaxor ferroelectric 0.71Pb(Ni1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.29PbTiO3
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Brillouin and Raman scatterings of a 0.71Pb(Ni1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.29PbTiO3 single crystal have been measured to investigate broadband inelastic spectra. The two different central peaks related to fast and slow relaxation processes have been observed separately. These two processes are attributed to the thermally activated switching of polarization in polar nanoregions. By the analysis of modified superparaelectric model, the activation energies of fast and slow relaxation processes are determined to be 3.66 × 103 and 4.31 × 102 K, respectively. The fast process with the lower activation energy probably originated from 180° switching, whereas the slow one with the higher energy from non-180° switching. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2393159]

Lead nickel niobate [Pb(Ni1/3Nb2/3)O3 or PNN] is one of the oldest relaxors found by Smolensky, which exhibits a cubic to rhombohedral structural phase transition on cooling.1 Relaxor ferroelectrics have been one of the most technologically important materials because of their rich applications such as medical imaging, telecommunication, and ultrasonic devices using their huge piezoelectric and dielectric constants.2,3 The piezoelectric properties of B-site complex relaxor ferroelectrics, A(BxByZ)O3, are improved by adding lead titanate (PbTiO3 or PT). With adding PT in A(BxByO3, the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) appears and the piezoelectricity becomes the largest near MPB, where multiple phases are intricate.4 PT-doped lead magnesium niobate [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 or PMN-PT] and lead zinc niobate [Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 or PZN-PT] have been well studied,5,6 whereas PNN-PT has not been studied well. However, in the viewpoint of application, it has comparable piezoelectric properties to PMN-PT.2,7 One of the reasons why the study of PNN-PT was rare was the difficulty of sintering ceramics. Currently, however, some problems have been solved and several reports on its properties are available.2,7,8 Thus it is expected that the study of PNN-based relaxor ferroelectrics will be an active demand.

Common features of the ferroelectric phase transition in relaxor ferroelectrics are remarkable dielectric dispersion and central peaks (CPs) observed by Brillouin, Raman, and neutron inelastic scattering measurements.9-15 The CPs show marked temperature dependences in both width and intensity, and various kinds of mechanisms were proposed for CPs.16 In the frequency range from megahertz to terahertz in relaxor ferroelectrics, the reasonable origin of CP is the fluctuation of polarization related to the existence of polar nanoregion (PNR).10-15 Although PNR has been thought to play an important role in controlling the unique properties of relaxor ferroelectrics, the dynamical property of PNR has not been fully understood. In this letter, we report the broadband inelastic light scattering by the combination of Brillouin and Raman spectra of a 0.71PNN-0.29PT single crystal with near the MPB composition [~0.32PT (Refs. 7 and 8)].

The aim of this study is to investigate the dynamics of PNR by the observation of the CPs in the wide frequency spectra to clarify the nonsingle Debye nature of CP as Nakata et al. proposed recently.13 To discuss the values of the width and the intensity of CPs accurately, Brillouin and Raman scatterings were measured at the vertical-horizontal (VH) scattering geometry where the elastic scattering is relatively weak. The unified analysis of CPs must be important because many papers on CPs in the spectra of Brillouin and Raman scatterings are discussed individually. In our knowledge, no reports discussed well the difference of CPs observed in Brillouin and Raman spectra.

FIG. 1. Real (ε') and imaginary (ε'') parts of the dielectric permittivity of 0.71PNN-0.29PT as a function of temperature.
A single crystal of 0.71PNN-0.29PT with light green color was prepared by the flux method.\(^{17}\) The concrete composition was determined by the comparison of maximum temperature \(T_m\) of the real part of the dielectric constant with the data by Lei et al.\(^{8}\) Each surface was perpendicular to \(\langle 100 \rangle\) of the pseudocubic orientations that was confirmed by x-ray diffraction. Brillouin spectra were measured by a high contrast 3+3 pass tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer combined with an optical microscope (Olympus BH-2).\(^{9,10}\) Raman spectra were measured by a triple grating spectrometer with a single frequency operation at 532 nm with 100 mW. The scattered light was collected at the scattering angle of 180°. Complex dielectric permittivity was measured by an Agilent LCR meter \((4294A)\) in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz and in the temperature range from 300 to 773 K.

0.71PNN-0.29PT undergoes a ferroelectric phase transition from cubic to rhombohedral phases, and its rhombohedral crystal structure at room temperature was confirmed by x-ray diffraction experiments.\(^{7,8}\) Figure 1 shows the real \((\epsilon')\) and imaginary \((\epsilon'')\) parts of the complex dielectric permittivity of 0.71PNN-0.29PT measured on cooling. They show frequency dispersion clearly around \(T_m\), which is a typical relaxor behavior. The dominant contribution of this typical behavior in \(\epsilon''\) above \(T_m\) is believed to be both the thermally activated reorientation of dipole moments of PNR and fluctuations of PNRs boundaries.\(^{18}\) In general, the size of PNR is about 1–5 nm,\(^{6}\) and can be considered as an individual thermally activated switching polarization. The distribution of switching times of dipoles causes the distribution of relaxation time.\(^{18}\) Compared with the real part of the dielectric constant of PNN,\(^{11}\) it can be seen that PT enhances its dielectric property and makes the diffuseness and the frequency dispersion of the phase transition smaller. \(T_m\) was obtained at each frequency as 307.0 K at 100 kHz, 309.1 K at 10 kHz, 311.1 K at 1 kHz, and 313.8 K at 100 Hz.

The Brillouin and Raman spectra of 0.71PNN-0.29PT in VH scattering geometry are shown in Fig. 2. In order to obtain the broadband light scattering spectra from 1 cm\(^{-1}\) (=30 GHz) to 1000 cm\(^{-1}\), the Brillouin spectra with the free spectral range (FSR), 200 GHz, and the scanning range, 300 GHz, were combined with Raman spectra above 10 cm\(^{-1}\) in several temperatures. As usual, CP is analyzed by a Lorentzian function centered at zero frequency shift assuming a single relaxation.\(^{10-12,14,15}\) Independent damped harmonic oscillators (DHOs) were used for all the phonon modes.\(^{14,15}\) In the broadband spectra, it is necessary to analyze using two Lorentzians, which correspond to two relaxation processes related to PNRs. The polarization in PNRs along the eight equivalent \((111)\) directions in the pseudocubic structure was determined by means of dynamical structural analysis of diffuse neutron scattering in PMN.\(^{6}\) In the case of polarization switching in barium titanate, the 180° domain can switch faster than the 90° domain because no strain is induced during switching.\(^{19}\) In other words, the energy barrier of 180° domain switching can be much smaller than that of the 90° domain switching. A similar situation occurs for the switching of polarization of PNRs in...
0.71PNN-0.29PT, and two relaxations in the dipole switching can be considered in PNRs. The slower relaxation (obtained in Brillouin spectra) can correspond to the non-180° switching process followed by the change of strain, while the faster relaxation (obtained in Raman spectra) can correspond to the 180° switching free from any change of strain.

Figure 3 shows temperature dependences of the intensity of CPs observed by Brillouin and Raman scatterings, respectively. The intensity of CPs increases on cooling, which indicates that the number density of PNRs increases. The maxima in the temperature dependence of the intensity of CPs are 270 K for the slower relaxation and 250 K for the faster one. We consider that these maximum temperatures are the freezing temperature $T_f$, from which the switching process of the PNRs begins to freeze on cooling. The difference between the two CPs is explained by the difference of potential barriers to switch the polarization in PNRs as discussed above.

To determine the potential barriers, the relaxation time $\tau$ was obtained by the equation $\tau=1/\pi\Delta \Gamma$, where $\Delta \Gamma$ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of CP. The obtained temperature dependences of the two relaxation times and the intensity are shown in Fig. 4. By the analysis of the modified superparaelectric model, the activation energies extrapolated to 0 K, $H_0$, of fast and slow relaxation processes are determined to be $H_{0B} \sim 3.66 \times 10^3$ K for CPs in the Brillouin spectra and $H_{0R} \sim 4.31 \times 10^2$ K for CPs in the Raman spectra. $H_{0B}$ and $H_{0R}$ probably correspond to the potential barrier of non-180° polarization switching and that of 180° polarization switching, respectively. The value of observed $H_{0B}$ is reasonable in comparison with the previous works, for example, $H_{0B} \sim 6136$ K for 0.65PMN-0.35PT, $H_{0B} \sim 1309$ K for PNN, $H_{0B} \sim 1900$ K for PZN, $H_{0R}$ determined, however, cannot be compared with other data in literatures.

We have reported dielectric, Brillouin, and Raman scattering studies of a 0.71PNN-0.29PT single crystal focusing on CP. The comparison between CPs observed in Brillouin and Raman spectra indicates that the relaxation times of each CP are different. By the analysis of the modified superparaelectric model for the two CPs, we obtained the activation energy $H_{0B} \sim 3.66 \times 10^3$ K for CPs in Brillouin spectra and $H_{0R} \sim 4.31 \times 10^2$ K for Raman spectra. These results indicate that the different origins in CPs observed in Brillouin and Raman spectra are attributed to the two characteristic relaxation processes of polarization switchings in polar nano-regions, i.e., non-180° switching (slower) and 180° switching (faster). To confirm the interpretation on the two different CPs, further experiments are required. The spectra measured at the vertical-vertical scattering geometry and the other modes in the VH scattering geometry will be discussed separately in the next paper.
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**FIG. 4.** Temperature dependences of the two relaxation times obtained by FWHM of CP on a semilogarithmic plot for Brillouin (upper: $\tau_B$) and Raman (lower: $\tau_R$) scatterings. The solid lines are fitted results by the modified superparaelectric model.